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Reactivation Profits System 
 

By “Bob Ross” 

Become a Marketing Magician 
Simply put, Reactivation is the process of convincing inactive customers to become active again.  

What draws me personally to sell reactivation is that it makes me look like a genius without doing anything 
technically difficult.  

If you were to talk to some of my clients, they’ll sometimes say things like “he just waves a wand and business 
booms”, which makes me laugh; not because of how ridiculous that sounds but because what I’m doing is so 
stinkin’ simple.  

Simple enough that I bet you can do it too, with the same results.  

Heck, you’ve probably done marketing that’s far more complex than I could ever handle, but I’m not into the 
latest and greatest techno-trend marketing.  

My philosophy is to keep everything simple and easy.  

With Simplicity, Comes Reliability.  

Complex marketing, to me, is more about combining simple systems together in an intelligent fashion, rather than 
trying to use complex solutions that try to do everything at once.  

Reactivation is the first thing I put into place when I’m paid to produce results or give solid advice that can be 
counted on.  

I used to turn down consulting offers, but now I love them since I’ve discovered more and more ways to produce 
results quickly without having to stress out. Reactivation is my “go-to” method for making a splash right away.  

Plus, it’s fresh and easy for them to understand.   

I like to present things that don’t sound like they require a degree in computer aerodynamics to make sense of. I 
have a hard enough time understanding most of the marketing ‘breakthroughs” today. 

The less brainpower required, the better.   

In fact, this report was at one point almost forty pages long until I whittled it down to make it simpler, clocking in 
at sixteen pages.  

I could probably boil it down to a one page report but then you’d feel gyped.  

Enjoy the remaining pages, I believe (and hope) they’ll be life-changing for your marketing business. 
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What You’ll Be Able To Do 
I can’t stress enough about the best perk for reactivation being how reliable it is.  

You and I know a lot of what we do for our clients ends up being a crapshoot.   

We try things out, test, and test some more until we figure out what works, then ramp what work up.  

But it’s still just a bunch of tests until you figure it out. So it’s nice to have methods you can count on to bring results 
when it really matters — like in joint ventures or consulting.  

Or when your client is about had it with you and gives you one last chance! 

Which, by the way, if you’re interested in doing consulting, you’ll find reactivation services to be a great way to 
dip your toes in.  

Get Your Feet Wet  

I love reactivation when consulting — because it’s so much easier than trying to acquire new customers, and it 
gives you a huge upside if you think you’ve got something that’s going to work really well. (This will make more 
sense when you get a few pages down to my “big secret”). 

I find that half of consulting ‘success’ comes from the results you bring and the other half comes from how good 
your ideas sound. They like to hear things that make sense! That way if it fails, they don’t blame you for your 
‘stupid sounding idea’.  

Reactivation kills both birds … it’s a logical and easy to understand pitch, but it also does what it says it will.  

Trust me, business owners hate hearing things that sound overly complex or risky … especially when they’re 
paying for it.  

You Can Start Right Away, Even if You’re New 

Fortunately, I’m including in this guide, the actual sales letter that I use to pre-sell prospects — completely 
editable to look like your own creation, and I’m even including an ‘explainer’ document that helps presell you for 
more services and gives them a clearer picture of why they should start on this now.  

It looks like a report and can be given away to prospects as content (Juan in Miami mentioned he’s going to use 
it in his autoresponder sequence  -- great idea Juan!), but really it’s just a cleverly designed sales letter.  

The best thing is that it’s proven to work as I’ve used it over and over myself and continue to do so. 

Before you start hitting up everyone in town though, you’ve got to make sure you’re dealing with the right 
people, and it starts with making sure you’re not wasting your time right off the bat.  

In the next section you’ll learn the one major requirement your prospects will need…  
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One Thing You’ll Need 
There’s only one requirement for customer reactivation – a customer list.   

All they need to have is some form of database or way to create a list of old dormant customers. 

How do you find businesses that have lists?  

Fortunately most all service-based businesses have a database as a part of their normal business practice.  

This info is generally stored either in software, spreadsheets, or physical files; it’ll be in some kind of format for sure.  

Sometimes you’ll need to help them actually figure out how to extract it into a list you can use. Gold doesn’t just 
sit there, you have to dig for it.  

Getting the list might be easy or they might have it stored in some kind of software you’ve never heard of. 

I’ve literally googled “how to output customer list from XYZ”, found the answer, and looked like I’m a modern-day 
Einstein more than a few times.  

Even “Huckleberry Hank the Home Handyman” likely has a list of his past customers, or has copies of the contracts 
and could put a list together.  

Remember, most business owners are not good at marketing, so it’s not like they can always hand you everything 
on a silver plate … because they never had a use for this before.  

Some Just Don’t Have Lists 

The only reason some businesses have lists of their customers is because they can’t function without them; as they 
need their customer’s info in one way or another to perform the service. 

The data just sits there taking up space when it could be used to generate an ongoing stream of sales.   

The sad thing is, industries that get the best response from customer reactivation are the ones that never build lists 
in the first place – namely restaurants and retail.  If you really want to see sparks fly, help those businesses create 
lists and put together customer retention systems.  

The perfect method for doing that is my “backtracking fourberie” technique, available in the 
highresponsemarketing.com/members content area, which just may be the most diabolical and clever list-
building secret you’ve yet to discover.  

If you can manage to put together reactivation campaigns for retail or restaurants, the response can be 
absolutely jaw-dropping because it’s so much easier to get someone to come in for food, clothes, or pleasure, 
than to spend hundreds or thousands on services.  

But for general reactivation you’re going to have to limit your prospects to service industries that have a customer 
list such as: Dentists, Contractors, Chiropractors, Cosmetic Surgeons, Financial Services, Insurance Agents, Pool 
Supply/Service, Boat Dealers/Suppliers, Car Dealers, Tanning Salons, Massage, Laser Hair Removal, Carpet 
Cleaners, Landscapers, Acupuncture, HVAC, Veterinarians, Audiologists, Dry Cleaners, Computer Repair, Furniture 
Dealers, Golf Courses, Martial Arts, Tire Service, Oil Change Service, Pest Control, Pet Grooming, Tattoo Parlors, 
etc.  
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How-To Do It 
The system I use for Reactivation is simple, and once you know the basics, you can enhance it, including as many 
fancy “online” expansions your little heart desires such as SMS and Email marketing.  

Just keep in mind that those are more geared towards ‘retention’ and not ‘reactivation’ (both are invaluable, just 
used for different purposes!).  

The three simple steps to reactivation are: 

1. Compile a list of dormant customers 
2. Mail them something designed to get a reaction 
3. Bring responders back into an active status 

Segment 

Assuming your client has a list, you’ll need to segment it so you can determine who’s dormant.  

This is a great opportunity to interact with your client and find out what they consider dormant because every 
industry is different. Segmenting the lists is easy using excel or google sheets (free) and just filtering them by dates 
of last activity. 

This is also a great time to bring up your marketing sorcery abilities (did you see that tutorial in 
highresponsemarketing.com/members)?  

Mail Them 

How you connect with dormant customers is important because they can be fairly tough to reach, being they 
haven’t shown their face in a while. They might have moved, died, went to jail, or whatever.  

I love using regular postal mail because of this. Chances are, your client doesn’t have the possibility or the 
permission to email them, so your best bet is sending them something in the mail.  

I prefer postcards since they don’t need to open anything to view the message.  All you need is their name and 
address. 

It’s the easiest thing in the world to fulfill, no tech skills required besides outsourcing a graphic designer and I’ve 
included a “fulfillment” document with this package so you know just what to do.  

 

*LIST HYGIENE* 

Many Addresses Will Be Worthless 

According to the USPS, only 66.9% of mail is deliverable as addressed (look it up, it’s true!).  
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In most cases the post office will do their best to deliver to the right address, such as if someone has moved and 
has entered a new forwarded address, or if street is slightly spelled wrong, but there’s still going to be a 
percentage that don’t get delivered for various reasons.   

The older the data, the more likely a higher percentage of bad addresses, and since you’re dealing with old 
dormant customers, the percentage of bad addresses is going to be pretty high. 

It doesn’t do any good to send a bunch of mail out and pay for postage that’s going somewhere wrong. Plus it 
would be good information to have for your client as to who’s completely unreachable on their list so they can 
update their records. 

If you mail using first class postage (expensive), anything that’s undeliverable will get returned to you and you 
could then kick those addresses off, but first class mail is generally not worth the extra expense for reactivation 
campaigns because speedy delivery isn’t necessary. 

Standard class mail, which is significantly cheaper, takes longer to reach the recipients — the caveat being any 
undeliverable addresses are simply discarded by the carriers, so you never actually know which ones did or didn’t 
get delivered.  

That’s why you need to take steps to help your client clean their list and improve deliverability.  

How to Increase Deliverability 

Fortunately the US Postal System has a national database called the “National Change of Address” (“NCOA”) 
that has the ability to cross reference against your clients list and find out which addresses have changed or are 
bad before they’re mailed out.  

Using this cross-reference will reduces the mail from being returned, which in exchange awards you a lower 
postage rate since the post office won’t have to mess with it on their end.  

You can’t run this cross reference yourself but your mail sender or a third party can (see below).  

If you use my mailing services, I go a step further and will even email you back the new scrubbed list so you can 
look like even more of a genius when you return back a cleansed list to your client.  

I also strongly suggest you create an account at myacxiompartner.com if you’re a legitimate marketing business, 
because then you’ll be able to run various hygiene services for DIRT cheap and can resell it as you please.  

If you can’t get approved as a partner there, you can always contact me and I’ll processed through my account 
for you. Acxiom will match your customer’s addresses with their own database as well as NCOA, giving you up to 
50% more updated records than NCOA alone!  
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If any of this sounds confusing, it’s really simple: you can simply spend fifty bucks or so and have your client’s lists 
completely updated with new addresses and information. And YOU take the credit for it.   

Having a clean list not only makes postage cheaper but also increases response rate — since the response will be 
gauged against a smaller accurate number than a larger inaccurate number.  

How to Increase Response By Cleansing Alone 

For example, let’s say your client list of dormant customers is 1700 people strong and we’ll assume a mailing to 
that list without being cleaned returned 30 responses.  

That would be a response rate of 1.8%. 

Now let’s say you cleansed the list and whittled down to 1200 corrected addresses — the same response (30) is 
now a response rate of 2.5% which is an astounding 39% increase. 

Just due to cleansing the list. 

You can see why a lot of response rates for direct mail are just due to bad data.  

This also gives you the opportunity to charge more money for services. I guarantee that your client will never have 
been able to find someone who could take their customer database and have it updated. 

Define The Goal 

Once you have a clean last of dormant customers, you’re ready for mailing.  

The next step is to figure out what exactly you want these dormant customers to do. The easy answer is to “spend 
of money again” but believe it or not, the best reactivation campaigns don’t even have that goal immediately in 
mind. 

As you find out in the next section, there’s actually two different types of reactivation campaigns you can do, 
and each one has many different variations — but they really come down to serving two different purposes. 

Sometimes you can even mix the two good results, but you and your client can figure that part out. 
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ID Campaigns:  
“No Purchase Necessary” 

Interestingly, a reactivation campaign's success doesn't have to depend on whether money is generated right 
away.  

I call this type of campaign “ID Campaigns” and in my office we usually shorten them to “IDR’s”.  

ID campaigns are an important concept to understand because you don’t want a client giving up just because 
they didn’t see a mass of sales come in 

ID campaigns prevent that from happening.  

The goal of an ID campaign is to simply figure out who to consider ‘dead’ (and be removed from future mailing), 
and who should stay on the dormant list or upgraded back into the active list.  

This is a campaign that seeks information, with sales made in the process as just a bonus.  

How an ID Campaign Works 

An ID Campaign has a main goal of identifying which customers still have an interest.   

It can be as simple as sending out postcard that says “We miss you!” and mentions that you’re willing to send 
them some special offers, coupons, deals, etc. in order to get them to come visit again, or they can simply 
request to cease communications and save them from getting unwanted mail. 

The more ways they can respond, the better.  

You can have them: 

• visit a specific landing page 
• text using a short code 
• scan a QR code 
• return a Business Reply Card or Business Courtesy Card 
• or even take a physical action like call an automated line.  

All these options offer ways to track any responses and will allow you to move them into an active 
communication list, remove them, or keep them in the dormant pile. 

In the process … you’ll be able to build lists through different media channels which lead to more services you 
can sell in a logical and progressional fashion. I’ve included the ‘explainer’ sheet that you can give you prospects 
to help do some of that work for you as well.  

Cross-Sells are Nearly Limitless 

IDR campaigns are really best at being the front entryway to a more involved and efficient sales funnel that you 
can put in place for your client. Determining who wants more communication and offers, then giving them what 
they want is a proven and virtually ALWAYS profitable venture that can completely transform your client’s 
business.  

When you start migrating people from direct mail lists to digital channels where they can be reached for pennies, 
you’ve hit big boy/big girl status.   
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Buyer Campaigns:  
“Bringing in the Biz” 

Everyone who thinks about a reactivation campaign is generally thinking about a “buyer campaign” rather than 
an “ID” campaign.  

A buyer campaign doesn’t identify future interest, but instead is designed to bring in business immediately, with 
success being gauged by how many people purchased something.  

There’s nothing wrong with that, but it’s not always the best way to do it, especially if the product/service is 
expensive and not purchased on a whim. The more expensive the product or service is, the more you should think 
about doing ID campaigns instead of buyer campaigns.  

Sending out a coupon for 30% off liposuction is going to be a whole less responsive than 30% off dinner, so you 
can see why buyer campaigns can perform a lot more different than ID ones.  

Prevent Disappointment! 

Say you’ve got a cosmetic surgeon interested in a reactivation campaign … it could be a problem if he’s 
expecting success based on who responds to an offer.  

You want to avoid the: “We mailed 1,500 of these out and only one person came in for a facelift!” reaction. 

Business owners, no matter how brilliant at their craft, are almost always “dumb” to marketing and will need a little 
help understanding the best marketing practices.  

ID campaigns are your answer. Instead of sending out some offers for discounted Botox, tummy tucks, or facelifts 
… why not ask the recipients if they want offers sent regularly to them in the future?  

That way you can figure out who has some interest, rather than judging a campaign’s success by who buys 
something. It’s much more accurate.  

Mix Them Both! 

For businesses that would benefit from ID campaigns but want to produce sales … do both! 

Send a “We Miss You” postcard with options to request more info … but also include one or more valuable offers 
that will spur some results in the process. I’ve included a sample in the product package (below) 
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Interweb Expansion 
Reactivation can be so much more than just bringing dormant customers back. If you leave it at that, you’re 
missing out on quite a lot of profit that spawns from it. 

It’s a great door-opener for showing your clients how to build better lists and how to market continuously to them 
– which is called customer ‘retention’.  

I find it much easier to explain reactivation and put that system in place first, and afterwards explain list building 
and retention, and then put that system in place. 

The Magic Formula 

They key to all my greatest successes helping local businesses has followed the same basic formula: 

1. Use direct mail to acquire new customers 
2. Transfer them to digital channels (like email) where they can be engaged quickly and cheaply  

Too many times, owners spend all their money advertising to everyone in the hopes of reaching both old and 
new customers -- rather than be more intelligent about how and who they’re reaching.  

The cost of acquiring a new customer should be much higher than bringing back an existing one.  

If they see both as the same cost, there’s a massive problem there.  

Email marketing, printing, SMS, and copywriting all become side-services that grow like tentacles from the 
reactivation process.  After all, the reason many customers become dormant is because there’s no continual 
communication to keep them coming back.   

So why not put that in place while you’re at it.  

Email Marketing 

Email marketing is the cat’s pajamas. With a permission based email list you can send out updates, promotions, 
offers, or just helpful content, automatically and on a consistent basis. The best part is that it’s cheap and quick, 
and has analytic & tracking ability.  

I’m a big fan personally of Aweber (Aweber.com), and have many different clients across all sorts of industries 
setup with it. Constant Contact is also good, and I personally recommend it as I use it with Aweber myself. I 
cannot speak for mailchimp, infusionsoft, or getresponse, but they all have good reputations.  

You can even import your customer’s client data into aweber from all sorts of sources, like sweepstakes entries, 
business reply cards, and basically any kind of source that gives clear permission that it’s okay to email them. 
Aweber also has a great affiliate program where you earn 30% of what your clients pay.  

If you’re not familiar with email marketing, one of its great advantages is that you can segment and move 
people between segments.  

What that means is you can have multiple lists for different purposes, such as a list of people who are subscribed 
to a newsletter offers and a list of people who have acted on offers mailed to them.  

When someone responds to an offer, they can be automatically transferred to the “redeemer” list so you can 
clearly identify who are buyers and who aren’t, and gear promotions and deals specifically to that segment.  
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Great Offers to Use 
Determining the best kind of offer to put on a campaign designed to get a response is definitely more of an art 
than a science. 

What that means is that there is in some kind of “works every time” offer they can just put inside a coupon and 
see success. The more your experience in direct marketing, the better you’ll get at creating offers in predicting 
their potential. 

It’s a juggling game of factoring in the type of business, the target audience, and the format it’s delivered in. 

“The More Dormant, The Better The Offer Should Be” 

A good reactivation funnel should strategically deliver offers customized toward how “difficult” the target may be 
to respond. Someone who comes in frequently may be perfectly fine with offers like 10% off, but someone who 
haven’t done business in quite a while may need more incentive. 

This is why segmenting is so important! 

Depending on the client’s budget, a series of special offers can be repeatedly sent to a dormant list, with each 
one getting more aggressive.  

When they fail to respond to the most aggressive offers — it’s time to leave them alone. 

How it Works in Real Life 

Here’s an example, involving one of my clients; a local pool supply and service business.  

Where I live, our swimming season is fairly short, yet there’s a lot of pool supply businesses so the competition is 
absurdly heavy.  

One of my salesmen generated a particular client, by canvassing it in late May of 2014.   

The owner mentioned that every year she sends out a mailing to her 10,000 customer database with some 
coupons and had literally just paid for her spring mailing less than a week before we came.  

I took over the lead but I couldn’t convince her to do another mailing, even though I’d be cheaper.  

However, I sparked her interest in reactivation and told her I was absolutely POSITIVE I could bring her in business if 
we only targeted her most dormant customers that haven’t been heard from over multiple seasons.  

She agreed when I told her that in the worst case if they don’t respond, then she can boot them off her mailing 
list and would save money for years to come on future mailings. This is where your advantage is by being a 
marketer and not just a service provider! 

After segmenting her list into the most dormant people, we ended up bringing it down to around 4,000 names.  

I ran her lists through Acxiom and over 25% of the records were removed or updated with new addresses, leaving 
a final list of about 2,900 dormant-but-reachable customers.  

Turns out her existing mail provider (a local mailhouse) was likely mailing to her whole list and never fully cleaning 
it up, basically wasting her money! 
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I also removed all the newly updated addresses of people because if they’re at a new address, the pool doesn’t 
come with them. 

Having a cleaner, more accurate list made her happy even though we hadn’t even mailed anything yet! 

We settled on 1,000 highly dormant customers, who hadn’t bought anything from her in many years, but who 
were likely still at the same addresses.  

She stalled a bit because she didn’t feel that these people would be worth mailing, since they hadn’t visited her 
in many seasons, but it was going to cost her less than $1,000 to mail and repeated that the worst thing that could 
happen is she knows for sure they’re no good, and would save money not mailing to them in the future.  

I also told her this…  

“Since these people are going to be the hardest to get to respond, … let’s send them some crazy incentives just 
to see if they’ll come out of the woodwork or leave one of the other pool places they’re buying from.” 

We put four coupons on that first mailing, ranging from a free pack of shock treatment to 50% off various products 
and services, along with a url to visit to sign up for ongoing deals.  

… And whaddya know, over FIFTY people responded!  

Her normal mailing of 10,000 would get somewhere around 250 responses, yet this reactivation campaign sent to 
one tenth the amount people, got 50+ responses and over ONE HUNDRED FIFTY email optins requesting ongoing 
communication.  

And this mailing went out in August, which is when the pool season was on its very last legs.  

There is GOLD in that story and Also Below 

I hope that by reading my experience above, you’ll see the potential and some of the advantages of 
reactivation in real life. You can transcend yourself into “guru” status by helping them make great decisions and 
target intelligently, while not wasting money or spending a fortune.  

As a direct marketer, you know it’s important to send out great offers in order to get great response, but think 
about who you’re sending those to and weigh it against the strength of the offer needed.  

Remember the old saying: “Different horses for different courses.” 

* When looking for brand new customers --- spend all the money you can to get them to come in since the 
reward is lifetime value. 

* When looking for existing customers to keep come back frequently– simply feed them perks here and there. No 
crazy discounts or deals required, just something to make them pop in regularly. 

* When trying to win back dormant customers – throw everything you can at them and see what sticks.  

Once you’ve helped your client understand all this, they’re going to look at their old way of marketing as the 
most rudimentary and wasteful thing ever.  They’ll wonder … “how the hell did I survive without you!?”.  

Next, I’m going to share with you my big reactivation secret …   
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My Big Reactivation Secret …  
How To Get Paid The Most Possible! 

Out of the thousands and thousands of prospects myself and my team has approached and pitched over the 
years. I can count on one hand the amount that have been readily willing to spend thousands of dollars in 
consulting fees.  

It just doesn’t happen from cold prospects, regardless of what any marketing guru person makes you believe. 

Those oh-so-sweet consulting contracts will only come from already existing clients who you’ve proven to perform 
for, or from referrals from people you’ve proven to perform for.  

NOT immediately from cold prospects. Not these days at least.  

So, here’s my sneaky little process for making sure I’m making money and setting up for consulting fees once 
they’re warmed up: 

1. Business shows interest in reactivation 
2. During initial discussions, they’re excited, but let them know you’d need to get at least $2,500 in setup 

and consulting fees, plus printing & mailing costs. 
3. Immediately offer a proposition to waive your consulting fees and instead propose a percentage of sales 

generated and/or bonus for optin’s, etc. Make it so you’re willing to put skin in the game  
4. Markup the printing/list cleaning/mailing generously. 

The brilliance in this (I have to give myself credit here for this one) is that you’re squeezing more out of them all 
while doing it under the guise of being extremely generous.  

In other words, you’re ‘sacrificing’ something you know you’d never get, and in exchange for that sacrifice, 
you’re getting something you never would have gotten.  

My philosophy is that you need to get paid for what you do, and sometimes you have to be creative about how 
you do it.  

The good thing about this tactic is that the client gets incredibly excited since they feel they’re getting thousands 
of dollars in expert consulting FREE, while only having to pay you for results, (besides the [generously marked-up] 
fulfillment cost!). 

And there’s one more clever way to really boost it all up into the stratosphere … 

LEVERAGE DORMANCY AND 
NON-RESPONSIVENESS HARD IN YOUR FAVOR 

This tactic ahead is one mind-bending psychological tactic that I almost feel criminal about.   

The concept of reactivation is easy for most prospects to understand. It makes sense that these are customers 
who spent money at some point but for some reason stopped, and should be reached out to again to see if 
they’ll come back.  

Since you’re likely going to get paid more based on response … it’s in your best interest to get them to offer the 
most insane offers possible to win these dormant people back, right? Normally it’s like pulling teeth to get your 
client to put extravagant and incredible offers on their postcards because they think people will come in 
regardless … but this is different…  
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This is a situation where your client knows that these are people aren’t likely to respond to a weak offer … plus it’s 
only going out to these specific people so there’s no worry of too many people getting all these ultra-bargains.  

You have so much leverage you can throw at them based on the fact this is a small group of inactive people, so 
it’s worth throwing anything and everything at them to get them back in business.  

Want to really see your client fired up? 

 Tell them that you want to snag back the ones that left them for their competitors.  

Say things like: 

“John, let’s do something your competitor wouldn’t even think of doing …” 

 “John, a lot of these guys are spending their money with someone else. The worst thing that happens is 
they don’t come back and you can forget about them off forever. The best thing is that you get start 
getting their money back again, the only way to do that is to give them something crazy” 

And my personal favorite: 

“Jim, Let’s WAGE WAR with that coupon!!” 

This is how you ramp up the offers and further push the odds in your favor of a heightened response – leading to 
more of a cut going to you, AND most importantly, a happy, astounded client who refers to you as their personal 
marketing deity. 

… And tells his business owner friends that you’re well worth whatever thousands of dollars you charge.  
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How To Seek & Sell Them 
I have the benefit of a cold calling team within my office where we prospect around the clock for various print & 
direct mail services.  

While we frequently test new ideas to see how they work, most of the time it’s hard to find services to pitch to cold 
prospects other than printing and direct mail.  

Reactivation is a great service to offer to even cold prospects.  

While I wouldn’t hinge your entire business model on it, but I’d definitely make sure it’s a key part of it.  

Reactivation Should Almost Always be Your  
Go-to “Answer” for Results 

If you’re in the game long enough, it’s inevitable that someone; whether a friend, acquaintance, or client, will ask 
you to help bring them in some business. As you gain experience and reputation, it’ll happen more and more 
frequently. 

When you’re thrust into that position, it can almost paralyze you, same as if you were a comedian and someone 
says “say something funny”.   

As professional marketers, we’re expected to be great at what we do and have clear answers to marketing 
problems.  

Marketing is a giant mystery to most any business owner, and someone who has answers is a highly valuable asset 
to them. Most marketers never have real answers, just a bunch of jargon-filled ‘ideas’ that are more like turds 
falling from seagulls flying past their prospect’s head.  

 

You Need to “Turn on a Lightbulb in Their Heads” 

You don’t have to pepper your presentation with techno-terms and ‘cutting-edge’ marketing trends.  

If you were asked by a prospect, who was struggling with marketing, to give some kind of helpful advice … what 
would you say?  

If your response would be something like “optimize your web presence”, “increase your social media 
engagement”, “create a mobile-friendly site” or any gobbledygook like that … do you think it would turn on any 
lightbulbs on in their head?  

Or would it confuse and possibly scare the piss out of them? 

Now if you answered … “I’d compile a list of customers you haven’t heard from in a while and send them some 
offers to come back” …  

Can you see how much better that sounds? 

Can you see some lightbulbs going off in their head? Yeah.  

Reactivation makes sense.  
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You’re not trying to convince them that they’re missing out on all these people who are purportedly shutting 
them out because of the way their site looks on their phones and whatnot … you’re simply offering them a way to 
reach some customers they haven’t seen in a while.  

But What If The Business Doesn’t Have a List? 

Remember, in order to do a reactivation campaign you need to have a client with a list … and some businesses 
don’t have lists (typically the ones who get the best results unfortunately) … so here’s what to say to that: 

When they tell you they don’t have a list of customers, act shocked and say …. 

“Wow, you can’t even send offers out to your customers? Why aren’t you building a list of them?” 

This has worked over and over for me, and I’m positive will for you as well.  

So How Do I Get Some Interested Leads? 

The easiest blueprint to selling reactivation to cold prospects is the following: 

1. Compile a list of businesses that are likely to have a customer database 
2. See if’s ok to send an info packet  on marketing you use that “works really well” 
3. Send them the sales letter (a.k.a. “report”) included in the package, with your information on it.  
4. Follow up with the postcard explainer  
5. Follow up and see who’s ready to go! 

That’s it, just get out and see who you can get them interested in taking a look at what you’ve got.  

Like a 9x12 card, they just need to see what you’re talking about.  

Let the sales letter and explainer do the work that it’s proven to do, then hammer out the details once they’re 
ready.  

Anything you need, let me know! 

 

 

- Bob Ross 
Highresponsemarketing.com 
itsbobross@gmail.com 
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